An Educator’s Guide to Islamic Religious Practices
About CAIR

The Council on American-Islamic Relations (CAIR) is the largest American Muslim civil rights and advocacy organization in the United States. Its mission is to enhance understanding of Islam, protect civil rights, promote justice, and empower American Muslims. CAIR-California is the organization’s largest and oldest chapter, with offices in the Greater Los Angeles Area, the Sacramento Valley, San Diego, and the San Francisco Bay Area.

The Council on American-Islamic Relations (CAIR)’s census report estimates that there are about 7 million American Muslims living in the United States.¹ Like the rest of the American population, the American Muslim population is very diverse and contains individuals from many races, ethnicities, and cultures.

In the current political context, misinformation about Islam, and Islamophobia, have been publicly spread and openly endorsed. This has led to an increasingly hostile climate towards Muslims in America. According to statistics compiled by the Council on American-Islamic Relations (CAIR), In 2017, there was a 17 percent increase in anti-Muslim bias incidents and a 15 percent increase in hate crimes against American Muslims, compared to the previous year.² In a recent poll, 48 percent of American Muslims reported having experienced at least one incident of discrimination in the past 12 months.³

Unfortunately, this rise in crimes against American Muslims is mirrored by an increase in harassment of American Muslim students. In 2017, the California Chapter of CAIR (CAIR-CA) released a school bullying report, “Unshakable: The Bullying of Muslim Students and the Unwavering Movement to Eradicate It”, which documented an increase in the rate of school bullying American Muslims endure.⁴ The survey found that 53 percent of the American Muslim students surveyed reported being bullied by other students for being Muslim. Moreover, 38 percent of the respondents had been bullied by teachers because of their faith. Additionally, the report found that only 32 percent of students felt their problems were resolved by an adult when they reported Muslim-based harassment.⁵

These disturbing statistics reveal not only that religious based bullying is a prevalent issue, but also that schools and educators frequently fail to adequately respond when issues arise. CAIR-CA has found that schools are routinely falling short of their legal duties to support their Muslim students. These trends, the increase in bullying, discrimination, and hate incidents, are the tangible result of divisive and hateful rhetoric. They are also a product of a lack of knowledge about Islam and the practices of its followers.

This guide is intended as a source of information on Islam and Muslims, to help educators maintain a safe space where students are free and comfortable to learn. It also contains information on the relevant laws that pertain to religious freedom and prohibit discrimination based on religion in public schools. Ensuring Muslim students have a welcoming and safe environment in which they can learn is not just a professional obligation, but also a legal obligation.
Disclaimer: The materials contained herein are not intended to, and do not constitute legal advice. Readers should not act on the information provided without seeking professional legal counsel. Neither transmission nor receipt of these materials creates an attorney-client relationship between the author and the receiver. The information contained in this booklet is designed to inform educators about the sincerely-held and/or religiously mandated practices/beliefs of Muslim students, which at times require educators to provide religious accommodations in compliance with state and federal laws.

Glossary of Islamic Terms

- **Allah**: “God” in Arabic
- **Eid**: Two major religious celebrations, Eid al-Fitr and Eid al-Adha, commemorating important events in the Muslim year
- **Halal**: Commonly understood to mean “permissible”, signals what is acceptable in Islamic practice
- **Hijab**: “Barrier” or “partition”, often used to refer to the headscarf worn by some Muslim women
- **Islam**: Commonly translated as “peace through God’s guidance”, the proper name for the religion of Muslims
- **Jum'ah**: Friday prayer, required for those who are able to attend
- **Kufi**: A cap worn by some Muslim men
- **Masjid**: “Mosque” in Arabic, the Muslim house of worship
- **Muslim**: Follower of Islam
- **Prophet**: An individual believed to be chosen by God to deliver two messages: 1) God alone should be worshipped and 2) people should strive to live ethically by treating others as they wish to be treated
- **Quran or Qur’an or Koran**: The Holy Book of Islam, which is believed to be the word of God
- **Ramadan**: The lunar month in which Muslims are required to fast from dawn to dusk, and be especially mindful of other sins
- **Sharia or Shari’ah**: An evolving, living system of Islamic legal principles and ethical standards, which extends to one’s relationship with one’s neighbors, the state, God, and one’s conscious
- **Wuhdu**: Ritual washing required before prayer, requires running water in order to cleanse hands, feet, and face
Five Common Misconceptions About Islam:

All or most Muslims are from the Middle East.
Globally, only one in five Muslims is from the Middle East. The largest Muslim populations are in Africa and Asia. In the U.S., more than 60 percent of American Muslims are immigrants, with 70 percent of this population being U.S. citizens. American Muslims are as ethnically and racially diverse as the American population, with 28 percent of American Muslims identifying as Asian, 20 percent as Black, and 8 percent as Hispanic.

“Allahu Akbar” indicates imminent danger.
“Allahu Akbar” translates to “Allah is the greatest” and is used as a celebration of life – such as a birth – to indicate gratitude, and to celebrate God’s greatness.

“Jihad” refers to violence committed in the name of Islam.
“Jihad” means “to struggle” and alludes to the struggle, individual or communal, to become closer to God through overcoming adversity and striving to be one’s best self. There are two types of jihad, internal, which is the struggle to become a better person, and external, which is the struggle to make the world a better place.

Muslims are particularly prone to violence and/or to support terrorism.
According to a recent poll, 41 percent of Americans believe Islam is more likely than other religions to encourage violence among its followers. This belief is unsubstantiated by data, as the vast majority of Muslims around the world are peaceful individuals who suffer from violence and terrorism more than non-Muslims.
Moreover, numerous reports have confirmed that, in the U.S., white, right-wing, non-Muslim terrorists pose a greater danger than radical Islamists, both in number of attacks and deadliness of attacks.11 Muslim scholars have long defined Islam as a religion of peace and the killing of innocent people or civilians is one of the greatest sins an individual can commit under Islam.

Islam oppresses women.

Most oppression of women that receives attention as being perpetrated by Muslims is not related to their adherence to Islam, but rather tied to local customs and traditions. Muslim women have held high leadership positions in Muslim majority countries including president and prime minister. Islam forbids violence of any kind towards women and promotes care for widows, orphans, and the poor. Finally, the Quran supports the equal status of men and women, by stating that “women have rights over men, similar to those of men over women” – Quran 2:228.

Anti-Muslim Bullying

CAIR-CA’s biennial bullying report publishes data regarding the rate of bullying American Muslim students in California. The report defines anti-Muslim bullying as unwanted, aggressive behavior among school-aged children that involves a real or perceived power imbalance that is or can be repeated and is based on the student’s Islamic faith.12 Disturbingly, the rate of students who have reported being bullied has continued to increase steadily in each of CAIR-CA’s published reports.
The 2016 survey reached 1,041 Muslim students between the ages of 11 and 18 who were enrolled in public and private schools throughout California to examine how they felt about their school environment, and the extent of anti-Muslim bullying and harassment they experience. According to the survey:

- Muslim students face discrimination and bullying at more than double the national rate for all students, with 53 percent of respondents reporting that students are made fun of, verbally insulted, or abused for being Muslim.\textsuperscript{13}
- Only 69 percent of respondents reported feeling welcome and respected in school. Additionally, only 61 percent of the Muslim students surveyed feel comfortable engaging in class discussions about Islam and Muslims.
- Worryingly, 57 percent of the 2016 respondents reported that students from school make offensive statements and online posts about Islam and Muslims. Teachers and administrators should be particularly sensitive to this environment.
- Critically, school and district employees must be aware of their own actions as 38 percent of 2016 respondents reported bullying and discrimination from teachers, administrators, or other officials.

Educators have an obligation to maintain a safe learning environment where all students feel able to participate. The following suggestions aim to assist educators in taking steps to eradicate anti-Muslim bullying on their campuses.\textsuperscript{14}

- Never write-off name-calling or jokes as “harmless.” These are often hurtful to the target and, if allowed to go unaddressed, may teach students that such behavior is acceptable or condoned and could lead to harsher forms of harassment.
- Be aware of power dynamics. Be particularly sensitive to language or actions that reflect discrimination in mainstream media and/or society. These should be directly addressed to explain to students why such behavior is intolerant, wrong, and unacceptable.
- Celebrate diversity at school.
- Get to know students’ backgrounds.
  - Be considerate when teaching or discussing historical or cultural lessons that may be complex in nature. Remember that these lessons may involve sensitive and personal issues for some of your students.
  - Encourage students to speak about issues they personally relate to, without pressure and without representing them as the spokesperson for all similarly-situated people.
  - Review external reading material for bias with an oversight diversity committee.
Legal Framework

Federal and state laws provide protection for students, including mandating religious accommodations where necessary and protecting students from bullying. Educators should be fully aware of the laws and their implications.

United States Constitution

First Amendment to the Constitution: establishes freedom of religious practice and the separation of church and state in order to guarantee this freedom.

Implications:
- State actors, including teachers and school administrators, cannot encourage or promote religious or anti-religious activity such as school sponsored prayer.
- Any teaching about religion must be done objectively and cannot advance or inhibit any religion. Religions should be taught in similar manners with similar resources committed to lesson plans.
- Protects the right to be Muslim and maintain religious practices in school such as clothing choices and prayer.

Federal Laws

Title IV of the Civil Rights Act (42 U.S.C. §2000 et seq.) (1964): prohibits discrimination based on religion in public primary and secondary schools, as well as in public colleges and universities.

Implications:
- A school must take immediate and appropriate action to investigate or otherwise determine the extent of any student-on-student harassment the school knows of or reasonably should know of.
If harassment occurred, a school must take prompt and effective steps reasonably calculated to end the harassment, eliminate any hostile environment, and prevent its recurrence.

**Title VI of the Civil Rights Act (42 U.S.C. § 2000 et seq.):** prohibits discrimination on the basis of race, color, and national origin in programs and activities receiving federal financial assistance.

*Implications:*
- Although religion is not specifically enumerated, this statute applies to anti-Muslim harassment as it is often based on shared ancestry of ethnic characteristics.
- Schools that fail to follow federal anti-discrimination policies are at risk of forfeiting their federal funding.

**Elementary and Secondary Education Act (20 U.S.C. § 6301 et seq.) (1965):** conditions school districts’ funding on written certification that it does not have any policies that prevent or deny participation in constitutionally protected prayer.

*Implications:*
- Protects the right of students to meet and pray together during the school day and on school grounds.
- Guarantees the right of students of all faiths to have a similar platform for their religious expression.

**Examples of actions that may violate federal law:**
- A teacher harassing a student because of the student’s faith, or a school’s deliberate indifference and/or failure to respond, to pervasive faith-based harassment from other students.
- Suppression of students’ religious exercise, such as the denial of a group of Muslim students’ request for space to perform midday prayers during lunch period.
- Refusal of a student’s request to wear hijab (a religious headscarf) at school; or enforcement of a schools uniform policy which requires Muslim students to remove their hijabs.
- Penalizing a student for missing school due to the observance of religious holiday.


*Implications:*
- Religious clubs must be allowed and afforded the same access to resources, i.e. space, as other student-run, non-curricular clubs.
California Law

California Education Code §§ 200 - 220: This law provides students a range of protection from discrimination, harassment, intimidation, or bullying on the basis of disability, gender, nationality, race or ethnicity, religion—including all aspects of religious belief, observance, and practice—sexual orientation, and association with a person or group with these actual or perceived characteristics.

Implications:

○ Guarantees all pupils the right to participate fully in the educational process, free from discrimination and harassment.

○ Places an obligation on schools to combat bias and provide equal educational opportunity.

○ Schools should undertake educational activities to counter discriminatory incidents on school grounds and minimize and eliminate a hostile environment.

○ All programs or activities conducted by an educational institution that receives or benefits from state financial assistance, or enrolls pupils who receive state student financial aid, must follow California’s anti-discrimination policies.

Compliance Tip #1:

Recognize harassment – look for harassing conduct, motivated by a protected characteristic (including sex, color, race, religion, national origin), that creates a hostile environment which interferes with a student’s ability to participate in or benefit from the opportunities offered by a school.
Safe Place to Learn Act (California Education Code § 234):

The Act requires the California Department of Education to assess whether a local educational agency has adopted a policy that prohibits discrimination, harassment, intimidation, and bullying, and has publicized the policy to pupils, parents, employees, agents of the government board, and the public.

**Implications:**

School districts must have a public bullying/discrimination policy that:

- extends to all acts related to school activity or attendance, occurring within a school;
- includes a requirement for school personnel to take immediate steps to intervene if they witness an act of discrimination;
- adopts a process for receiving and investigating complaints;
- includes a timeline to investigate and resolve complaints;
- contains an appeal process, should complainant disagree with the resolution of a complaint;
- and ensures all complainants remain confidential, as appropriate, and are not subjected to retaliation.

**Compliance Tip #2:**

- The California Department of Education has a model policy available at: https://www.cde.ca.gov/ls/ss/se/samplepolicy.asp.
- All educators should have the policy placed prominently within their classroom and should review the policy with their students to establish that bullying will not be tolerated and ensure that students are aware of reporting mechanisms.
Islamic Religious Practices

Schools and educators should be aware of, and responsive to, certain accommodations which Muslims students may require in order to practice their faith.

**Daily Prayer:**
Islam prescribes that believers perform prayer five times each day: dawn, noon, afternoon, dusk, and nighttime. The noon and afternoon prayers may regularly fall within school hours. Prayer requires a ritual washing, or wudhu, beforehand. During the act of praying, Muslims recite the prayer either aloud or in silence and stand, bow, and touch their foreheads to the ground, while facing the Kaaba in Mecca. During prayer the worshipper is fully engaged and should not be interrupted.

In Islam, congregational worship is on a Friday, with mosques holding midday prayer and sermon called Jum’ah, which lasts approximately an hour.

Educators can accommodate students by providing:
- A clean and quiet space for prayer.
- Muslim students with a short break to pray.
- Access to running water for students to perform wudhu.
- An extended lunch period or temporary release to students who wish to attend Jum’ah.

**Prayer**
- Allow Muslim students to pray in unused rooms.
- Provide them with privacy and space, as well as a clean place to perform ritual washing.
Ramadan and Fasting:
Ramadan is the ninth month of the Islamic lunar calendar, during which most Muslims observe religious fasting. Fasting includes refraining from eating, drinking, smoking, and intimate contact from dawn to sunset. Ramadan is also a period when Muslims increase their focus on personal restraint, proper conduct, and empathy with the less fortunate through giving to charity and engagement in local projects. Although Muslims are not required to fast until the age of puberty, many choose to participate at a younger age.

Educators should consider celebrating diversity by allowing a student or guest speaker to explain the traditions and practices of Ramadan. This will provide an important learning opportunity and allow Muslim students to feel comfortable in fasting while at school.

Dietary Requirements:
Muslims refrain from consuming alcohol, pork, and any pork by-products or derivatives. Some Muslims choose to adhere to “Halal” standards for meat and poultry slaughter and preparation.

Schools should indicate, with a clear, age-appropriate marker, if a food item contains any of the following objectional products or ingredients:

- Pork, including: pepperoni, sausage, hot dogs, or bacon
- Animal shortening
- Gelatin, including: jello and gummy bears/worms
- Lard
- Ingredients containing alcohol, such as vanilla extract and Dijon mustard

Schools with a high number of Muslim students should consider the demand for halal food and offer it alongside other options such as kosher and vegan.

Pork and Pork By-products in Lunches
- Mark items with a red dot or a picture of a pig.
- Provide alternate lunch options, such as vegetarian meals and snacks.
Personal Modesty:

Muslims believe that an emphasis on modesty encourages society to value individuals for their wisdom, skills, and contribution to the community, rather than physical attractiveness. Individuals interpret what this means for themselves differently, according to cultural, ethical, regional, and personal interpretations of modesty.

Men and boys may choose to wear clothing that covers from the navel to the knee. Some choose to wear a small head covering, or maintain a beard to follow the example of Prophet Muhammad. Muslim women often choose to wear loose-fitting and non-revealing clothing in public. Additionally, some choose to wear a hijab or other head covering and some may wear a face veil, commonly referred to as a niqab. Some individuals may choose to cover their body at all times, even in same-gender locker rooms.

Schools should help students maintain their personal interpretation of modesty by:

- Ensuring that students are not mocked or teased for their clothing choices.
- Allowing alternative clothing for physical education.
- Allowing private dressing and shower areas upon request.
- Being sensitive to the fact that female students who choose to wear the hijab commonly experience issues with other students, with one in three reporting having their hijab tugged, pulled, or otherwise offensively touched, and creating an environment where such conduct is unquestionably unacceptable.

Physical Education

- Discuss clothing requirement with Muslim parents.
- Reschedule classes for students preferring same gender exercise environment.
- Provide students with alternate activities if they cannot participate.

Gender Relations

- Do not extend hand first for handshakes with members of different genders.
- Avoid touching when comforting students and parents of different genders.
- Respect students’ boundaries and allow them to choose whether they wish to hug or hold hands with members of different genders.
Adolescence and Gender Relations:

Puberty is a major life turning point for all students. Islam seeks to maintain modesty through offering guidance on what is acceptable for members of the opposite sex after puberty. Islamic guidelines suggest that physical contact and being alone together should be discouraged between unmarried males and females. Educators should not be offended if a Muslim student is reluctant to shake hands or avoids eye contact with members of the opposite sex. Further, Muslim students should not be forced to participate in certain coed activities such as physical education or school dances.

Schools should ensure Muslim students can maintain gender relations they are comfortable with by ensuring that students are not penalized or deemed disrespectful for maintaining a distance from members of the opposite sex, including allowing students alternatives to coed activities.

Religious Celebrations:

There are several days in the Muslim calendar with special religious significance, but the major celebrations are the two Eid days. The first Eid day, Eid al-Fitr, is celebrated on the day after the month of Ramadan. The second Eid day, Eid al-Adha, is celebrated on the tenth day of the twelfth Islamic month during the Hajj (pilgrimage to Mecca). Typical festivities include congregational prayer, gatherings with family and friends, and gifts and entertainment, especially for children. Schools with a significant number of Muslim students should consider giving Eid similar recognition as that given to Christmas and Hanukkah.

School should not penalize students for choosing to refrain from participating in school functions or social gatherings that celebrate religious holidays of other faiths.

Schools should accommodate these celebrations by:
- Ensuring students are not penalized for missing school to celebrate these holidays.
- Placing these holidays on school calendars so students and teachers are aware.
- Avoiding scheduling major events on these days.
Curriculum Issues:

Although availability of accurate and balanced instructional material is increasing, the continued use of outdated material in social studies and world history classes reinforces perceptions of Islam as a foreign creed and Muslims as enemies. Such divisiveness can contribute to incidents of anti-Muslim bullying, harassment, and violence.

- Schools should have their materials reviewed for bias by qualified Muslim educators. A list of organizations offering assistance developing curriculum can be found in the Resources Section.
- Educators should consider bringing in a Muslim speaker to teach about Islam in order to ensure the lesson is well-informed.
- Encourage class discussion that embraces diversity, tolerance, and an inclusive classroom environment.

Family Life/Sex Education:

Islam puts great emphasis on modesty, chastity, and morality, and there is a specific set of teachings with regard to human development and related issues. Schools are required by California law to notify parents of these lessons, allow parents to review the course materials in advance, and honor parents’ written request should they choose to opt out for their child.

Family Life/Sex Education Program

- Allow parents reasonable time to review any material pertaining to/with respect to sex education.
- Allow children to opt-out from all or part of the family life program.

Pledge of Allegiance:

While Islam prescribes respect for country and local laws, it also discourages acts of reverence to anyone or anything but God. Some Muslims may choose to opt out of reciting the Pledge of Allegiance. This should not be interpreted as a sign of disrespect, or lack of patriotism. Educators should respect the decision of Muslim and other students not to recite the Pledge of Allegiance, in accordance with their First Amendment rights.
Resources

Council on American-Islamic Relations, California (CAIR-CA)
https://www.ca.cair.com/

- The Council on American-Islamic Relations, California (CAIR-CA), is a chapter of the nation’s largest American Muslim civil rights and advocacy organization. CAIR-CA’s mission is to enhance understanding of Islam, protect civil rights, promote justice, and empower American Muslims. Through its four offices, CAIR-CA serves California’s estimated one million American Muslims by providing direct legal services to victims of discrimination, working with the media, facilitating community education, and engaging in policy advocacy to advance civil rights and civic engagement.
- CAIR-CA provides direct legal services to individuals who have been the target of anti-Muslim harassment or bullying at school. CAIR-CA also provides Know Your Rights materials to students, including school presentations, to ensure that instances of bullying are addressed and thereby reduced. Finally, CAIR-CA monitors the level of anti-Muslim bullying in a biennial survey and report.

California Department of Education, https://www.cde.ca.gov/

- The state’s website provides many useful resources to educators, including guidelines on complying with state laws and maintaining a safe school and healthy school environment.
  - Sample policy for bullying prevention: https://www.cde.ca.gov/ls/ss/se/samplepolicy.asp
  - Sample action plan: https://www.cde.ca.gov/ls/ss/se/sampleactionplan.asp

Fred T. Korematsu Institute, http://www.korematsuinstitute.org

- The Korematsu Institute “promotes the importance of remembering one of the most blatant forms of racial profiling in U.S. history, the incarceration of Japanese Americans during World War II” and “makes connections to present-day civil rights discrimination and political scapegoating such as mass incarceration, anti-immigrant sentiment, and Islamophobia.”
- Their website has Curriculum Kits, Programs, and Student Resources which help educators “advance racial equity, social justice, and Human Rights for All” into the classroom.
Islamic Networks Group (ING), www.ing.org

- ING is an educational non-profit which, “provides valuable educational resources for teachers, administrators, and staff, including interactive presentations for middle and high school students that are aligned with the California State Board of Education History-Social Science content standards and are intended to supplement your curriculum.”
- The organization’s website has information on curriculums and PowerPoints on Islam and current topics as well as opportunities to organize panels, presentations, or diversity seminars.

Muslim Speakers Network (MSN), www.muslimspeakersnetwork.org

- MSN is an independent educational program run by a group of educators and professionals who believe in preserving the dignity and honor of all people. MSN speakers educate for cultural and religious literacy and mutual respect by supplementing school curriculum, enriching cultural diversity programs, and engaging in meaningful dialogue. Their speakers are background checked, certified, and trained to present according to the First Amendment and represent Islam as it is defined by the California State Standards. MSN provides presentations throughout Southern California, covering Los Angeles, Orange County and the Inland Empire.
- Educators can request a presentation on various, customizable topics covering Islam and Muslims via the website, email: info@muslimspeakersnetwork.org, or by calling their office at 562-600-0MSN (0676).

The Sikh Coalition, https://www.sikhcoalition.org/

- The Sikh Coalition’s mission is to “promote educational awareness and advocacy, and provide legal representation in moving towards a world where Sikhs and other religious minorities may freely practice their faith without bias and discrimination.”
- The Sikh Coalition’s current campaigns include: forming curriculum to include Sikh history and religion, revising textbooks, and preventing and ending school bullying. More information can be found on their website.
US Department of Justice, https://www.justice.gov/

- The DOJ website contains resources aimed at helping institutions comply with federal law. Among these resources are guidelines in order to combat discrimination and better include diversity. https://www.justice.gov/crt/educational-opportunities-section
- Twenty Plus Things School Can Do to Respond to or Prevent Hate Incidents Against Arab-Americans, Muslims, and Sikhs: https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/crs/legacy/012/12/17/20-plus-things.pdf


- Why Islam seeks to educate and provide information on Islam. Their website contains information on many different aspects of the religion and is a good resource for educators looking to familiarize themselves with the faith.
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